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Accessibility at our hotel described in our own words – a summary

Information
Information for people with restricted mobility
Please call us for information about accessibility.
We provide information about accessibility on our website.
We created our website considering the needs of visually impaired people.

Arrival
Distance to the nearest train station:
The nearest train station is 300 m away from the hotel.
We offer on-site barrier-free parking.
Our parking lot offers barrier-free access of the main entrance.
Surface:
The path leading from the parking lot to the main entrance is asphalted throughout.

Entrance
Manual revolving doors
Characteristics:
The revolving doors must be opened manually.
The entrance doors are made of glass.
The doors are at least 90 cm wide.
In front of and behind the door there is a minimum free movement area of 150 cm x 150 cm.

Reception desk
Barrier-free reception:
There are no steps between the main entrance and the reception desk.

http://www.barriere-check.at/de/ergebnis.php?id=i853z32a6y3efle#
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Hotel rooms
Accessibility:
!! Stepless accessibility of the room: Yes
The hallway leading to the room has a minmum width of 120 cm: Yes
Free movement area of 150 cm in front of the hotel room: Yes
Free movement area in the room
!! Sufficient free movement area in the room: Yes
Shelf spaces:
Shelf spaces are wheelchair-compatible: Yes
Wardrobe:
The coat hooks are within easy reach and installed not higher than 150 cm: Yes
Bed height:
The bed is 45 cm high.
Barrier-free control elements:
Barrier-free use of the control elements (heating, door opener, plugs, switches, …): Yes
Sanitary facilities:
Wheelchair-compatible shower: Yes
Wheelchair-accessible toilet from both sides: Yes
Shower seat:
The shower seat is 55 cm high.

Staff
Our staff is experienced in interacting with guests with restricted mobility.

Function rooms
Accessibility:
!! Stepless accessibility of the function rooms: Yes

Restroom
Accessibility:
The restroom is accessible without steps!
Restroom door:
The door opens to the outside.
The door is easy to open.
The restroom door is at least 80 cm wide.
The restroom has a minum size of 165 cm x 215 cm.
Wheelchair accessibility:
There is a minimum free space of 90 cm to the left of the toilet.
Toilet seat height:
The toilet height is between 46 and 48 cm.
Equipment:
There are stable support handles on both sides.
The sink is wheelchair-compatible.
The sink is equpped with a single-lever mixer.
Soap dispensers and towels are installed not
higher than 110 cm.
Emergency call equipment available!

http://www.barriere-check.at/de/ergebnis.php?id=i853z32a6y3efle#
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Dining area
Accessibility:
The dining room is accessible without steps.
Free movement area:
There is sufficient free movement area and turning radius.
Tables:
The tables at the dining area are between 70 and 85 cm high: Yes
There is a free gap of at least 80 cm between the tables: Yes
Furnishing:
A sufficient number of chairs and benches with armrests is available at the
dining area.

Possible defects

Reception:
Defect (box not checked): lowered area
Note: The reception should include a lowered area.

Induction loop system:
Defect (box not checked): induction loop system
Note: An inductive sound system in the reception area facilitates barrier-free
communication. Its installation does not require a big effort.

Integrated guiding
system:
Defect (box not checked). Integrated guiding system the visually impaired
Note: A guiding system between entrance and reception facilitates orientation for
visually impaired people.

Function rooms:
Defect (box not checked). induction loop system
Note: There is no indcution loop system available in the function rooms. Please address those
shortcomings.

http://www.barriere-check.at/de/ergebnis.php?id=i853z32a6y3efle#
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Ausgeblendete anzeigen

Accessibility consulting and contact
The Chamber of Commerce provides initial accessibility guidelines regarding legal and constructional matters.
Contact us for further support: Federal Chamber of Commerce

http://www.barriere-check.at/de/ergebnis.php?id=i853z32a6y3efle#
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